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Spring  is Here! 

The Child Care Center in Norwich 

May 2015!

Gardening season has arrived!  We are looking for a volunteer to build 
a gate for our vegetable garden, do you have a couple of hours to donate 
to the center?  We are also looking for more perennials for Brady’s 
garden if you are dividing flowers this spring!  
 
Save the date!  Field Day is on Friday May 29th at 3:30. 
 



We are all very excited that the weather is starting to warm up (though we did enjoy 
building our last snowman during the April snowfall)! We have begun reading lots of books 
about spring and we’ve planted more seeds inside. We are looking forward to seeing how 
they grow. In the classroom, we have been doing a lot with our “letters” - naming the ones 
in our names, putting together the ABC floor puzzle, and using letter stickers during craft 
times. We continue to enjoy doing many movement activities with song and dance - we 
look especially cute when we do the “Cha Cha Slide”! During our routines, we have been 
encouraging independence and trying things by ourselves. These may include things like 
getting our clothes on, putting our things away, and opening our lunch containers. We find 
that most of the times, we can actually do it all by ourselves :)! We encourage trying these 
things at home as well and feel free to let us know how it goes. As always, we try to get 
outside when we can and during the muddy season, it is helpful to have extra socks and 
pants in cubbies. Taking home water bottles and blankets/sheets for weekly washing is 
also very helpful. Happy Spring! 
 
Caroline & Courtney 
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Nursery!
Spring finally seems to be arriving and with it is the need for extra clothes, we are going 
outside and getting wet, exploring in puddles is both allowed and fun.  We have also 
gone for walks with the Orange Room.  Mud gear would be ideal.  It is also time to think 
about bringing in a water bottle, sunscreen and bug repellent. We have been learning how 
to dress ourselves to go outside, remind us to show you how we do the “flip” to put on our 
jacket, we are very proud because we can do it all by ourselves. Indoors there are 
frequent requests for the inside sandbox.  We have also been doing some painting at the 
easel with tempera and water colors, we have been using some gloopy glop for the first 
time and we are doing some sorting, filling and dumping with beans (two year old math!).  
We have also started our garden with indoor plantings of carrots, radishes and mums.  
Happy birthday to Warren this month, he will turn two on May 9th.  We also want to 
welcome Molly to the Nursery team, we are delighted to have her join us! 
!
Karla, Jody & Molly!

Classroom Updates!

Red Room!

!
!

!!



 It seems that spring is here to stay!  We have really enjoyed our morning walks and 
exploring new sections of the Hazen Trail.  Perhaps you’ve seen some of our discoveries 
on the center’s Facebook page?  Our Brown Bear, Brown Bear, story line is almost 
complete. It is called, “we see children look at us”.  the Yellow Roomers created paper doll 
portraits of themselves, please check them out.  Speaking of checking things out, it is the 
time of year when the ticks come out.  Please be diligent with daily evening body checks 
for ticks.  We are already finding them on children.  Please check in with Yellow Room 
teachers if you would like your child to have sunscreen and bug spray applied daily.   It is 
also a great time of year to make sure that your child has a water bottle every day.   With 
spring comes mud.   Please provide rain/mud boots for your child and clothing that can get 
dirty.  The muddier the clothing the more fun children have had.  We have been exploring 
the changing season through some wonderful books. Handsprings is a collection of spring 
poems written by Douglas Florian.  The children have enjoyed reciting a few poems as 
well as exploring the fun paintings from the book.  Birds by Kevin Henkes has been 
another fun story at circle time.  We have discussed how birds come in all colors and 
sizes.  The children have discovered the birds outside our windows, on nature walks and 
have listened to their sweet songs while on the playground.  We would like to send a big 
birthday cheer to Claire, who celebrated her 4th birthday on April first and to Cyris who 
celebrated his 4th birthday on April 9th.  Ruby will be turning five on May 18th and Matthew 
will be turning 5 on May 28th.  Happy Birthday wishes to all of you. 
!
Hannah & Jodie! 	  
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Orange Room!
Cali Smith has joined the Orange Room.  Her big brother Harper (a former Orange 
Roomer) is in the Blue Room.  Welcome Cali!  We’ve been reedling books about seeds 
and talking about how they grow.  We are also learning some of the parts of the plants 
such as the root, the stem and the leaves.  Last week we planted marigold seeds and 
some of them are already sprouting.  We check them every day to see how much they 
have grown.  
  
Our bird-feeding season will soon be coming to a close.  We’ve seen so many birds this 
spring.  We’ll try the hummingbird feeder once it gets a little warmer.  Maybe we’ll see 
some hummingbirds.  There are some new favorites in the Orange Room.  Where the Wild 
Things Are and Bats at the Beach are the two new favorite books.  The new favorite 
activity is shaving cream and the new favorite game is Goodnight Moon.  We have also 
been cooking once or twice a week and are always looking for new things to try. 
 
Yeah, it’s spring! 
 
Karen 
   
  Yellow Room!

!
!
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Blue Room!
Here in the Blue Room we have been looking out our window for signs of spring.  Melting 
snow and hopping robins lets us know that spring is here.  Our outdoor play has been 
limited due to ice and mud on the playground.  The kids have been getting quite wet, and 
will surely continue to do so throughout Vermont’s famous mud season.  We change out of 
wet clothes often, so please be sure to have a supply of socks, undies and pants available 
for your child.  Also, please consider making a donation of the socks and mittens that your 
child has outgrown.  It is great to have extras around to share.  In the classroom we are 
making a bulletin board about our community.  Once the backdrop of grass and sky is in 
place, the children will add their houses.  Each child traced a rectangle and triangle on 
their own and then cut them out.  Ask your child about it and watch as “our town” grows.  
Happy birthday to Oscar who just turned four and to Wyatt who will be turning five later this 
month!  Thanks for your support and cooperation. 
 
The Blue Room Team 

!
!
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AfterSchool!
Hi All, 
Cherie is back! She will once again be our site director at afterschool although she will 
only be working three days/week because of her commute.  So please continue to 
direct messages for afterschool to this office.  If the message is last minute please call 
the office at 802 649 1403 and we will get the message to afterschool.  If it is not last 
minute you can email us but please email both allison@childcarenorwich.org and 
lisa@childcarenorwich.org in case one of us is not at our computer.  Cherie is currently 
finishing up covering for a maternity leave in one of our preschool classrooms so is 
splitting her time between that and afterschool.  Her regular three-day per week 
schedule will start in early May. 
 
Spring sports are starting!  Please, please please let us know if you child is not coming 
to afterschool on a given day, we spend so much time contacting parents when their 
children don’t arrive. 
 
Allison 
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Ticks have already been spotted in Vermont even though not all the snow is gone.  
Teachers certainly stay eagle eyed for ticks whenever we come in from outdoors but 
parents, please check your  child thoroughly EVERY night!  While it is more likely to get 
ticks when spending time in long grass, sometimes even when children have barely 
been outside, they end up with a tick.  So checking every day is critical.!
!
Here is more information from the American Academy of Pediatrics!
!
How can I prevent Lyme disease?!
If you live or work in a region where Lyme disease is a problem, or if you visit such an 
area, the following are ways to protect your family from the ticks that carry the disease:!
•  Wear light-colored clothing to make it easier to spot ticks.!
•  Wear enclosed shoes or boots. Avoid wearing sandals in an area where ticks 

may live.!
•  Use insect repellent. Products with DEET are effective against ticks and can be 

used on the skin. However, large amounts of DEET can be harmful to your child if it 
is absorbed through the skin. Look for products that contain no more than 30% 
DEET. Wash the DEET off with soap and water when your child returns indoors. 
Products with permethrin can be used on clothing, but cannot be applied to the 
skin.!

•  Stay on cleared trails whenever possible. Avoid wandering from a trail or 
brushing against overhanging branches or shrubs.!

•  After coming indoors, check for ticks. This will only take a couple minutes. Ticks 
often hide behind the ears or along the hairline. It usually takes more than 48 hours 
for a person to become infected with the bacteria, so removing any ticks soon after 
they have attached themselves is very effective for reducing the chances of 
becoming infected. !

Keep in mind, ticks can be found right in your own backyard, depending on where you 
live. Keeping your yard clear of leaves, brush, and tall grass may reduce the number of 
ticks. !
Ticks and how to remove them!
Ticks do not fly, jump, or drop from trees. They hide in long grass and small trees, 
bushes, or shrubs waiting for an animal or person to brush by. Then they attach 
themselves to the animal or person's skin. When a tick is found on a person or pet, try to 
remove as much of it as possible using the following steps:!
1.  Grasp the tick as close to the skin as possible with fine-tipped tweezers. Be careful 

not to squeeze the tick's body.!
2.  Slowly pull the tick away from the skin.!
3.  After the tick is out, clean the bitten area with rubbing alcohol or other first aid 

ointment.!
!

Tick Season is here!!


